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What is a smart city?
 Harness new technologies to make everything
better.
₋ More collaborative and participative
₋ More efficient
₋ More economically viable
₋ Safer
₋ More fair
₋ More sustainable
 Antoine Picon (2013):
“Smart
cities
develop
information
and
communication technologies (ICT) to improve the
quality of urban services and/or even reduce its
costs. It designates a type of urban development
capable of responding to the changing or emerging
needs of institutions, businesses and citizens, in
economic, social and environmental terms.”

Regulatory challenges
in smart cities
Data protection
Regulating issues posed by the
digital economy
The digital economy :
 Direct contact between an owner
and a seeker
 Established via an online platform

Research questions
 How have urban political actors
debated the regulatory challenges of
digital platforms in the urban realm?
 How have urban governments
responded to these challenges?
 What are the main difficulties in
regulatory actions today?

Source: Deloitte Sharing Economy Report (2015)

Regulating Uber and Airbnb in Switzerland:
exploratory study in six cities
Aarau

Zurich

Neuchâtel

Davos
Montreux
Geneva

Local governments’ perception of Airbnb and Uber
 Problem definition by political actors in cities:
1.“No problem”: platforms are welcome
→ Aarau
2. “Unfair competition”: mobilization of sectorial interests (hotels, taxis) calling for a levelplaying field
→Neuchâtel, Davos
3. “A matter of wider urban policy”: politicization beyond sectorial interests
→Geneva, Montreux, Zurich
 Depending on:
→Structural aspects: importance of the different sectors (tourism, housing market,
transport demands)
→Political configurations: constellations of actors involved in political struggles over the
sharing economy (political parties, rhetoric…)

Regulatory approaches
 In the field of taxi /VCT services:
1.Federal decisions: potential appeal from Uber to the federal court following

Geneva’s decision to ban the company
2.Upscaling of taxi regulations: new legislation by the cantons Geneva (2017), Zurich
(2018:), Montreux (2019)

 In the field of short term accommodation:
1.No change: Aarau, Neuchâtel, Davos
2.Bilateral agreements with Airbnb: Zurich, Geneva, Montreux (ongoing)

3.New restrictions on short term accommodations: Geneva, Montreux (ongoing)

Main challenges for regulation
 “Governing without data’
1. Enforce rules through offline action
→Geneva police controls targeting Uber drivers
2. Impute data via incentives to end users:
→Guest card in Davos and Montreux
3. Monitor activities on the platform:
→ Municipal agents sift through Airbnb website in Neuchâtel
→ Web-scraping in Amsterdam, Paris (no evidence –yet- for Swiss cities)

Conclusion
 Arrival of global players of the platform economy
→leads to very different (construction of) problems in different cities
→that sometimes cause (variable) regulatory change
 Challenge of governing without data
→Law enforcement issues
→Need to discuss the need to create a legal basis regarding data collection and
analysis by public authorities

Thank you for your attention,
I am looking forward to hearing your
feedbacks.
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